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Crane Ropes
Please click on the name or image of the product that you wish to view. Please contact us if you need any additional information.

     

Starlift
A specialty hoist rope for tower cranes and
mobile cranes as well as other applications
where rotation resistant ropes are required.

 View Product Specifications 

 Duroplast
Boom hoist rope for mobile cranes and grabs, hoist rope
for container cranes, floating cranes, portal cranes, etc.
In multiple part reeving for smaller lifting heights, twin
hoist systems with left and right hand ropes for greater
lifting heights, when a high abrasion resistance is
required, where rotation resistant ropes are not required.

 View Product Specifications 

     

Starlift Plus
A premier hoist rope for main and auxiliary hoist
applications on tower cranes, mobile cranes and
crawler cranes as well as other applications
where rotation resistant ropes are required.
Especially suited for multiple layer spooling.

 View Product Specifications
  

 Superplast 8
Boom hoist rope for mobile cranes and grabs, hoist rope
for container cranes, floating cranes, portal cranes, etc.
and for various offshore applications. In multiple part
reeving for smaller lifting heights, twin hoist systems with
left and right hand ropes for greater lifting heights, where
rotation resistant ropes are not required. 

 View Product Specifications 
 

     

Starlift Pro
A premier hoist rope for main and auxiliary hoist
applications on tower cranes, mobile cranes and
crawler cranes as well as other applications
where a rotation resistant rope and that next
added level of strength is required. Especially
suited for multiple layer spooling.

 View Product Specifications

 Superplast 10 MIX
Industrial cranes; process cranes in paper mills or steel
mills.

 View Product Specifications

     

Starlift Xtra
A premier hoist rope that provides the highest
level strength available for main and auxiliary
hoist applications on tower cranes, mobile
cranes and crawler cranes as well as other
applications where rotation resistant ropes are
required. Especially suited for multiple layer
spooling.

 View Product Specifications

 Paraplast
Hoist rope for electrical hoists and lifting devices with
multiple part reeving, where a rotation resistant rope is
not needed due to great lifting heights, low number of
falls or not guided loads. High breaking load.

 View Product Specifications
 

     

Eurolift
A premier hoist rope for mobile cranes, electrical
hoists and other applications where rotation
resistant ropes are required and it is especially
suitable for multiple-layer spooling.

 View Product Specifications
 

 Ultrafit
Boom hoist rope for mobile cranes and grabs, hoist rope
for container cranes, floating cranes, portal cranes, etc.
In multiple part reeving for smaller lifting heights,  twin
hoist systems with left and right hand ropes for greater
lifting heights, where rotation resistant ropes are not
required. Highest abrasion resistance. Especially suitable
for multiple layer spooling.

 View Product Specifications 

     

Powerplast
Hoist rope for deck cranes and offshore cranes,
pull-in-riser and other applications where rotation
resistant ropes are required.

 View Product Specifications

 Parafit
Boom hoist rope for mobile cranes and grabs, hoist rope
for container cranes, floating cranes, portal cranes,
electrical hoists and lifting devices where rotation
resistant ropes are not required. Highest breaking loads.
Especially suitable for multiple layer spooling.

 View Product Specifications
 

     

Starfit  Turbolift
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Hoist rope for deck cranes and offshore cranes
and other applications where rotation resistant
ropes are required. Especially suitable for
multiple layer spooling.

 View Product Specifications

Pendant rope for tower cranes, mobile cranes, grabs,
suspended structures, etc. when high breaking loads are
required.

 View Product Specifications

     

Doublefit
Latest generation of hoist rope especially
developed for all kind of ambitious lifting
applications like lattice boom crawler cranes and
mobile cranes, where superior rotation
resistance properties are required.

 View Product Specifications

 Alphalift
Hoist rope for electrical hoists and lifting devices with
multiple part reeving, twin hoist systems with left and
right hand ropes where a rotation resistant rope is not
required.

 View Product Specifications

    

Quadrolift
Rotation resistant hoist rope for electrical hoists
with twin hoist systems and greater lifting height,
combined hoist and erection rope for self-
erecting cranes, where rotation resistant ropes
are required.

 View Product Specifications

 Betalift
Hoist rope for electrical hoist and other lifting devices,
where rotation resistant ropes are not required. Very
flexible filler construction with an extremely high breaking
load.

 View Product Specifications

     

Stratoplast
Hoist rope for container cranes, floating cranes,
harbour cranes, portal cranes, steel mill cranes,
etc. In multiple part reeving for smaller lifting
heights, twin hoist systems with left and right
hand lay ropes for greater lifting heights. Holding
and closing rope for grabs, where rotation
resistant ropes are not required.

 View Product Specifications 

 Technolift
Hoist rope for overhead cranes, preferable ladle cranes
with great rope lengths. Note: Please send us a drawing
of the reeving system.

 View Product Specifications 

     

Turboplast
Boom hoist rope for mobile cranes, deck cranes
and grabs, hoist rope for container cranes,
floating cranes, portal cranes, steel mill cranes,
etc. In multiple part reeving for smaller lifting
heights, twin hoist systems with left and right
hand lay ropes for greater lifting heights, riser
tensioner, where rotation resistant ropes are not
required.

 View Product Specifications
 View Product Video

 Technolift Plus
Hoist rope for overhead cranes, preferable ladle cranes
with great rope lengths.

 View Product Specifications
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